STUDY ABROAD IN ICELAND - INFO SESSION

DATE: WED. SEPT 9TH
TIME: 5:00- 5:45 AND 6:00 - 6:45
EMAIL DR. LITOWITZ FOR ZOOM MEETING INVITE:
LEN.LITOWITZ@MILLERSVILLE.EDU

The COVID-19 situation is dynamic and IPS is monitoring various sources to make the best decisions possible as the safety and well-being of our students is our top priority. IPS will continue to evaluate the approval of future study abroad terms, based on the current conditions and travel restrictions in the U.S. and overseas. https://www.millersville.edu/internationalprograms/covid19-faq.php

The ITEC 304 Perspectives course is entitled Energy Resources, Sustainability & the Environment. This course is scheduled to run in Summer Session I with a tentative field experience for parts of 9 days in Iceland.